
The Dumb-Dumb Game 

Give 5 points for every "Yes" answer, and 0 points for every "No" answer. Have 
you ever: 
• Locked yourself out of your house? 
• Lost any of family members while shopping? 
• Dialed a phone number and forgotten who you were calling? 
• Turned the white clothes a different color in the wash? 
• Gone out and left the iron on? 
• Put your heel through the hem of a good dress? 
• Had a zipper break or a button a jacket? 
• Arrived someplace and discovered you had on two different nylons or shoes? 
• Called a member of your family by another name? 
• Fallen UP the stairs? 
• Gone to buy groceries and discovered you didn't have enough money when you started to 
pay? 
• Had a flat tire and no spare? 
• Put on a pair of stockings/socks which had a run/hole, but pretended it wasn't 
there? 
Tie Breaker - Done anything stupid, like put a coffeepot in the refrigerator? Forgotten 
to put water in the ice cube tray? Forgotten the coffee grounds when making a pot of 
coffee? Walked into the men's room by mistake?, etc. 
THE FUNNIEST DUMB-DUMB GETS THE PRIZE! 

1. Locked yourself out of the house? 
2. Lost a member of the family while out shopping? 
3. Put something unusual into the refrigerator? 
4. Turned white clothes another color? 
5. Gone away from home and left the iron on? 
6. Put your heel through the hem of a dress? 
7. Had your zipper break in public? 
8. Gone somewhere with two different shoes or socks on? 
9. Remembered an appointment after it was too late? 
10. Called a member of your family by another name? 
11. Fallen up the stairs? 
12. Gone shopping for groceries and discovered you did not bring any money 
with you? 
13. Driven away from somewhere while a member of your party was still out of 
the car? 
14. Locked your keys in the car? 
15. Dialed a phone number and forgot who you called? 
16. Got into your car to go somewhere and forgot where you were going? 
17. Put something in the oven and forgot about it. 
18. Woke up in the morning and could not remember where you were? Ask the 
questions and give auction money for their answers. It will liven up your crowd. If 
you get them laughing and having a good time, you will get them booked. 


